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Eagle County’s Mitchell Forsberg named National 

Distinguished Principal 

 

 
Mitchell Forsberg, principal of Gypsum Elementary School in the Eagle County School District, 

is the 2011 Colorado National Distinguished Principal of the Year.  The announcement was 

made by the Colorado Association of School Executives (CASE), which coordinated the 

selection process.   

 

Under Forsberg’s leadership, Gypsum Elementary was one of two schools in Colorado to be 

named a 2010 National Distinguished Title I School for Closing the Achievement Gap. The 

school decreased the achievement gap by the highest percentage of any Colorado school. 

Forsberg is credited with effectively using student data to guide the school’s instructional focus, 

in a way that directly impacts the unique learning needs of each individual student.  

 

The unofficial school staff motto—“These are ALL our kids”—illustrates the strong emphasis on 

shared ownership and responsibility for the educational experience of every child.  Forsberg is 

lauded by his colleagues for fostering a collaborative, student-centered culture that encourages 

every teacher, parent, and child to take pride in the school and contribute to its ongoing and 

continual growth and improvement. Staff members indicate that this sense of partnership 

instilled by Forsberg has created a highly positive dynamic that is obvious from the moment one 

walks through the front door of the school.  

 

Central to Forsberg’s philosophy about student success is his commitment to supporting the 

professional development of his staff. Teachers meet for over two hours together each week to 

review student data, learn new research-based instructional practices, and explore and plan for 

developing initiatives like the new state standards. Additionally, the staff regularly reflects 

together on progress made, shared goals, and challenges they are facing. Forsberg is passionate 

about helping all students learn and succeed, and believes that integral to that goal is providing 

educators with the tools, support, and knowledge they need in order to offer outstanding 

classroom instruction. 

 

More… 
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Forsberg was selected for this honor by his peers in a rigorous and competitive process 

facilitated by the Colorado Association of Elementary School Principals (CAESP), a department 

of CASE and affiliate of the National Association of Elementary School Principals (NAESP). 

The National Distinguished Principal program is sponsored by the U.S. Department of 

Education, NAESP, and VALIC. 

 

The award recognizes successful elementary or middle level principals who have provided 

outstanding leadership. Selection criteria include evidence of respect from the school 

community; active community involvement; strong educational leadership; and evidence of 

maintaining an orderly, purposeful learning environment. 

 

Eagle County colleague and fellow principal Steve Smith said of Forsberg, “Four words 

encapsulate Mitch Forsberg and set him apart from other principals—stalwart, charismatic, 

intelligent, and personable.  He has changed, positively, the communities of Eagle County.”  

Added Smith of Gypsum Elementary School’s success as a high performing school, “This is due 

to Mitch’s leadership, drive, focus, and care of details. He is highly deserving of recognition.”  

 

CASE and CAESP will present Forsberg with his award at an upcoming school event. He and 

other CASE award winners also will be recognized at an awards ceremony later this month, as 

well as at the Annual CASE Convention this summer in Breckenridge.   

 

As Colorado’s National Distinguished Principal, Forsberg will be honored, along with other 

state winners, in Washington, D.C. this fall. 

 

Established in 1969, the Colorado Association of School Executives (CASE) is an organization 

of more than 2,000 school administrators committed to improving student achievement through 

promoting and building quality education leadership in all Colorado schools. 
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